ABSTRACT: In this paper, we present performance analysis results of parametric array communication system in terms of theoretical BER and channel capacity of MIMO in underwater AWGN channel by using simplified SNR of difference frequency. The SNR of the difference frequency is calculated by using transmission loss, noise level, and source level of difference frequency in which nonlinear effect is considered. By assuming primary frequencies as 210 kHz and 190 kHz, difference frequency as 20 kHz, transducer diameter as 0.1 m, and noise level as 50 dB and the requested BER as    , we obtain parametric array communication range gains over the communication system using primary frequency of 59.11 km in fresh water and 5 km in sea water, respectively. Also we obtain range gains of 38.84 km and 46.38 km in fresh water, and 3.88 km and 4.38 km in sea water when we use SISO and 2×2 MIMO parametric array communications for the channel capacity of 10 bps/Hz.
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PSK의 비트오류 확률은 식(7)과 같다. [15]        .
DPSK의 비트오류 확률은 식(8)과 같이 표현된다. [14, 15]    ≅ exp . 과 같다. [16]   max
의 채널 용량은 식(11)과 같이 된다. 참 고 문 헌
